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they know what they are doing, and we want to make sure the creativity is there to get things done.”
a new release of stingray is now available and it includes the following enhancements: nurbs surface
creation vertex, triangle, split and n-face brushes smooth surface creation with nurbs curves shared
geometry mesh based lods generative textures distorted camera lods support for oculus rift support
for the new nvidia turing gpu architecture improved cameraman and lod api new user interface new
presets new stereoscopic tools new rigging tools new manipulation tools new speedtree tools new
motioncapture tools compatibility with oculus rift maya lt extension 3, coupled with stingray v1.2,
integrates several modeling, uv creation, rigging and animation improvements, and includes an

updated exporter to simplify the creation of visually compelling characters. new features in stingray
2016 are coming out pretty fast, and will be there when maya lt, maya lt extension 3, and maya lt
release 2 are all released together. the key will be getting access to these tools and features when
they are released. i don’t know when that will be exactly, but i think it’s safe to say that we should

see them in a matter of months, and the rest of the year is going to be very active. i hope you are as
excited as we are.” this 4-hour course will teach you the essential skills to create realistic content for

vr and ar. youll learn the use of the real-time engine to give your content the right level of
interactivity, and how to bring your scenes to life using the innovative cameras and editing tools.

youll explore the most current and popular platforms for vr and ar, including the oculus rift, google
daydream, and samsung gear vr, and learn how to create content for each of them. finally, the

course will also walk you through the process of creating a vr experience that you can publish to the
web or mobile devices, so you can share your immersive content with your clients or the public.
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demonstrating what those new 3ds max tools can do, sanjay kumar, head of the content creation
team at virtual reality applications has created a 3d environment in vr using only textures and

geometry imported directly into vr. a representative shot from his demo is below, where 3d studio
max and v-ray software packages from aurora innovations were used to create a room for vive users
to experience in vr. the new 3ds max to vr workflow, we are announcing today are aimed at design
visualization specialists working to produce high-end, photoreal experiences.with the new 3ds max

to vr workflow, were shoring-up data drudgery with capabilities like support for translating materials
from the popular v-ray renderer in 3ds max to vr freeing visualization artists to focus on the part

they care most about: creating stunning imagery. we’re also adding a set of new, industry-standard
vr tools to 3ds max 2018.1, to give artists and developers the tools they need to create content for
the rapidly growing vr market. as a result, 3ds max will now include native support for rendering 3d
scenes in virtual reality. to enable this, we’re introducing a new vr renderer that works with existing

environments. the renderer is available in both commercial and free versions, and is free for all
users. some areas of 3ds max, such as uv editing, have been re-engineered to take advantage of the

power of vr. instead of viewing a 3d scene in 3ds max and tweaking uvs on a desktop screen, you
can now interact with a 3d scene in vr with a modified “probe” tool that simply allows you to look at

the uvs using a widescreen tv. 5ec8ef588b
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